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Author Note: Lauren J. Thomas is a chartered occupational psychologist and human factors specialist. She has experience of
conducting investigations, including human factors interviews, in the aviation, rail, energy and manufacturing sectors. Jason
M. Demagalski is a human factors research specialist with experience of conducting human factors investigations in aviation
and air traffic control, and is a qualified air accident investigator. Jason M. Demagalski is currently employed at the Federal
Aviation Administration. The experiences discussed in this paper were prior to joining the FAA. The opinions expressed in
this paper are those of the author, and do not represent the position or view of the FAA.
Abstract: Accidents and major incidents are essentially failures of complex socio-technical systems. It is known that a
significant proportion of these events have human factors contributions, either resulting from individual performance,
management issues, or organisational factors. Advances in engineering mean that technical contributions to system safety are
continually progressing. This means that the proportion of incidents and accidents with human factors contributions will
almost inevitably increase over time. The purpose of investigating incidents and accidents is to establish the causes and
prevent recurrence. Sometimes, the term “human error” is used to explain why an incident or accident occurred. However,
this is insufficient in that it does not explain why the error occurred. It often, somewhat conveniently, places the focus on the
operator, employee or supervisor – minimising the contributions of management and organisational issues. It must be
remembered that for the most part, no operator, employee, supervisor intends to fail at his or her duties: when human
performance is implicated in a major incident or accident, the outcome was usually not intended. Most people would agree
that if a sane and rational individual anticipates an accident, he or she would do their utmost to prevent it, albeit that this
attempt may not be successful. Indeed, the unforeseeable and unforeseen nature of an accident is partly what defines it. Some
of the most important questions in incident and accident investigation are those associated with the people, and the context
and circumstances in which they find themselves. Although incident and accident investigators have the benefit of hindsight,
the context and circumstances need to be analysed as those involved perceived them at the time. This information can only
be obtained from asking the individuals involved about their own experience of the sequence of events. The answers to such
questions are likely to be influenced by the power of human motivation and the fallibility of human memory. This paper
discusses some of the common debates that arise when conducting human factors interviews, drawing on the authors’
experiences across range of sectors.
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1. Investigating Human Error: Human Factors Interviews in Incident and Accident Investigation
Human error is implicated in a wide range of incidents and accidents. Estimates vary, but human error contributes
to up to 77% of accidents in the railway industry (RSSB, 2009); up to 85% of accidents in aviation (Shappell and Wiegmann,
2001), up to 85% of accidents in mining (Patterson and Shapell, 2010); and up to 96% of accidents in the maritime sector (for
example, Hetherington, Flin and Mearns (2006)). However, the train drivers and signallers, pilots and air traffic controllers,
mariners and miners involved in these accidents did not aim to become statistics. Their human errors were not intentional, in
the sense that these accidents were not planned, desired, or willed. For the most part, any employee, supervisor, manager or
director who errs does not actually “set out” to contribute to an incident or accident. They err simply because they are human.
No human is infallible, and no area of human endeavor can be without error.
The traditional view of human error and safety is that human error “causes” accidents; if only the train driver or pilot
had done what they “should” have done, the accident would not have happened. This is known as the “bad apple” approach
to error (Dekker, 2006). It suggests that safety will be improved by “fixing” the individual who “deviated”. Organisations and
managers who take this approach tend to focus on remedial actions at the individual level – perhaps retraining someone,
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